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 X.19.4.1.C2.17-20130812-01360-....[but for Android 2.3.5 to 4.0]Also with xposed module and backlit keyboard firmware(no
Kbx2 support).- Runing perfectly on droid Razr2. I'm working on updated with no text lag- Update firmware of TWRP (v
2.8.5.0) and without text lag. [Fixed] D2X: when a fixed SD card is used, only the first file can be deleted. [Fixed] ES File

Explorer: while deleting a file when another is selected, that new selected file was deleted. [Fixed] In the Dictionary, in the word
list, from the top to the bottom, the words in the first line have black background, but those of the second have white

background, and so on. [Fixed] In the Dictionary, in the word list, only the first 2 lines of the first page have black background,
but those of the second page have white background, and so on. [Fixed] In the Dictionary, in the word list, the text color is

different between Japanese and English. [Fixed] There was a small problem in the note on the updated version. Unzip the folder
to your sd card.Uninstall the previous version.Once installed, do a factory reset by holding the power button for a few seconds,
then the volume button for a few seconds.Do not press the volume up button to reboot after a factory reset.Please be sure to use
your own Google account for the upgrade. This app will not be able to be moved to your stock account if your Google account is

changed.You can't be sure that this app will not cause errors when you use the stock account.If the app can not be used even
after factory reset, please try again with the default version installed.NOTE:If you're using an Android tablet and you're holding

the power button and volume up button, please turn off the WiFi (Settings>Wireless) and try again. IMPORTANT: IF YOU
ARE UPGRADING TO THIS VERSION, WE RECOMMEND THAT YOU BACK UP YOUR DATA FIRST WITH "Task

Manager">Wipe Data>Reboot Your Device.This is to prevent any problems that may occur from the installation of this update.
IF YOU HAVE ANY PROBLEMS AFTER UPGRADING 82157476af
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